
 

Introduction 

Abraham Lincoln has been the focus of many books, documentaries and museum exhibitions. Many 

view him as a fascinating figure. Since his death objects belonging or related to 

collected. Many objects are owned by private individuals while others are held in libraries, archives and 

museums in order to conserve and share the history of this great man. Now you will have the chance to 

step into the shoes of a curator and design an exhibition of your own on Abraham Lincoln.

Your challenge: 

• Learn the job of a curator and their roles in archives, libraries and museums.

• Explore the Lincoln Financial Foundation Collection website to learn how objects are classifie

• Investigate websites of other libraries and museums which house collections related to 

Abraham Lincoln.   

• Decide on nine objects that you would use in your exhibition on Abraham Lincoln with an 

explanation of your choices.

• Decide on a title for your exhibition.

• Create a presentation, using PowerPoint or another form of presentation software, with the 

images that you would use to create your exhibition.

 

   

Creator: Unknown 

Location: Unknown 

Date of Original: 1864 

Materials: Metal 

 

 

 

 

 

Abraham Lincoln has been the focus of many books, documentaries and museum exhibitions. Many 

view him as a fascinating figure. Since his death objects belonging or related to Lincoln’s life have been 

collected. Many objects are owned by private individuals while others are held in libraries, archives and 

museums in order to conserve and share the history of this great man. Now you will have the chance to 

a curator and design an exhibition of your own on Abraham Lincoln.

Learn the job of a curator and their roles in archives, libraries and museums. 

Explore the Lincoln Financial Foundation Collection website to learn how objects are classifie

Investigate websites of other libraries and museums which house collections related to 

Decide on nine objects that you would use in your exhibition on Abraham Lincoln with an 

explanation of your choices. 

xhibition. 

Create a presentation, using PowerPoint or another form of presentation software, with the 

images that you would use to create your exhibition. 
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collected. Many objects are owned by private individuals while others are held in libraries, archives and 

museums in order to conserve and share the history of this great man. Now you will have the chance to 

a curator and design an exhibition of your own on Abraham Lincoln. 

Explore the Lincoln Financial Foundation Collection website to learn how objects are classified.   

Investigate websites of other libraries and museums which house collections related to 

Decide on nine objects that you would use in your exhibition on Abraham Lincoln with an 

Create a presentation, using PowerPoint or another form of presentation software, with the 



 

Task 1: What is a curator? 

Research the responsibilities of curators in institutions like museums, archives and libraries by visiting 

these sites: 

• The James A. Michener Art Museum 

http://www.michenermuseum.org/children/questions/question.php?q=13

• Cushing Library at Texas A&M University 

is-a-curator 

• Museum of Modern Art “What is a Curator?“ Video 

http://www.moma.org/explore/multimedia/videos/58

See a curator from the MoMA speak on her interest in being an art curator.

• Indiana State Museum “Artifact of the Month: December 2011” Video 

http://www.indianamuseum.org/visit/collection/

See Curator Dale Ogden speak on a recent acquisition of the Lincoln Financial Foundation 

Collection.  

Make sure to take notes on your findings!

 

Task 2: How Objects Are Classified In a Collection

When an object is acquired for the use in a collection, 

categorize, the object. Curators use classification as a 

investigate how classification works by taking a look at an object from the Lincoln Financial Foundation 

Collection (http://lincolncollection.org/collection/categories/item/?cat=14&item=22667

note what you learn about classification.  

Here we have the last painting that Abraham Lincoln sat for in April 1865. Below the image are the 

categories used for classifying this object. Each category has a purpose, which is identified below.

• Creator: This relates to who created the object. In this case, it is the p

• Location: This notes where the object was created. Sometimes this is not known. We do know 

that this painting was created in Washington, D.C.

• Origin Date: This signifies the date the object was created. This painting was created in 1

• Keyword: This is a list of other words that may be used to search for the same object in a 

database. For instance, this is a painting that also could be found using words like “political” or 

“portrait” during a computer search.

• Materials: This specifies what the object is made of. Here the artist chose to use oil and board.

• Measurements: This is the size of the object. This is important to know when an object will be 

used for exhibition. 

 

Research the responsibilities of curators in institutions like museums, archives and libraries by visiting 
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Task 2: How Objects Are Classified In a Collection 

for the use in a collection, the curator uses a particular system
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database. For instance, this is a painting that also could be found using words like “political” or 

“portrait” during a computer search. 
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• Item ID: Every museum, archive and library uses an organizational

In this collection, each object has a number. No other object shares the same item identification 

number.  

• Holding Institution: This identifies where the object is currently stored.

• Available for Viewing: Some objects may be

other projects. 

• Description: Often a physical description of the object is created, even if a photograph exists.  

This can help identify the object if the object photograph is no longer available or lo

 

Sometimes not all information is known about an object to have a complete record. Despite any missing 

information a curator can still create a written description. Let’s test your writing skills. Look at the 

objects below and create a description for 

two sentences. To help the work go faster, have each person in a group write a description for one 

object. 

          

Object: Abraham Lincoln’s Boot Hooks

       

Object: Abraham Lincoln’s Pen Knife

       

Object: Abraham Lincoln’s Portfolio Wallet

 

Every museum, archive and library uses an organizational system to track their objects. 

In this collection, each object has a number. No other object shares the same item identification 

This identifies where the object is currently stored. 

Some objects may be available for outside researchers to view for uses in 

Often a physical description of the object is created, even if a photograph exists.  

This can help identify the object if the object photograph is no longer available or lo

Sometimes not all information is known about an object to have a complete record. Despite any missing 

information a curator can still create a written description. Let’s test your writing skills. Look at the 

objects below and create a description for each. Challenge yourself to have a description longer than 

two sentences. To help the work go faster, have each person in a group write a description for one 

   

Object: Abraham Lincoln’s Boot Hooks 

          

incoln’s Pen Knife 

          

Object: Abraham Lincoln’s Portfolio Wallet 

system to track their objects. 

In this collection, each object has a number. No other object shares the same item identification 

available for outside researchers to view for uses in 

Often a physical description of the object is created, even if a photograph exists.  

This can help identify the object if the object photograph is no longer available or lost. 

Sometimes not all information is known about an object to have a complete record. Despite any missing 

information a curator can still create a written description. Let’s test your writing skills. Look at the 

each. Challenge yourself to have a description longer than 

two sentences. To help the work go faster, have each person in a group write a description for one 

 

 



 

Now it is time to decide, as a curator, what objects you are going to use in your exhibition. Every exhibition needs a 

particular theme, or story, to tell.  To make this task a little easier, pick six objects that reflect Abraham Lincoln’s 

time as President of the United States by exploring the Lincoln Financial Foundation Collection Website 

(http://lincolncollection.org). These can include objects from Lincoln’s presidential campaigns of 1860 and 1864 as 

well as any objects dealing with Lincoln and his fam

object for reference when you create your presentation slides. To make the task go faster, each person in the 

group should choose two objects.   

Now use the images that you have chosen to crea

image, you are to write a paragraph detailing the following: Who, What, Where, When and Why. Use 

the object classification information you recorded to create your paragraph. Include the paragraph with 

each object image. 

 

Task 3: Searchable Lincoln Collections

A curator works to be an expert in a particular subject area, even in subjects like Abraham Lincoln. A big part of the 

work curators do is research which then can be used to identify objects or inf

creation of websites, books, and exhibitions. Often that means being familiar with collections outside of the one he 

or she may oversee. Explore the following websites of other institutions in the United States that co

known collections on Abraham Lincoln.  

Pick three objects that you think will complement the six that you have already chosen for your exhibition. Each 

person in the group is responsible for choosing one object.

• The Library of Congress  

o Emancipation Proclamation 

o The Lincoln Assassination 

o Lincoln Prints and Photographs 

• The Newberry Library 

o A. Lincoln at 200 Online Exhibition 

• The Abraham Lincoln Presidential Museum and the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency

o The Gettysburg Address 

• The Smithsonian: National Museum of American History

o Abraham Lincoln: An Extraordinary Life 

http://americanhistory.si.edu/exhibitions/small_exhibition.cfm?key=1267&exkey=696

o One Life: The Mask of Lincoln 

http://americanhistory.si.edu/

 

Now it is time to create the next three slides of your presentation. With each image, you are to write a 

paragraph detailing the following: Who, What, Where, When and Why. Use the object classification 

information you recorded to create your paragraph. Include the paragraph with each object image.

 

Now it is time to decide, as a curator, what objects you are going to use in your exhibition. Every exhibition needs a 

particular theme, or story, to tell.  To make this task a little easier, pick six objects that reflect Abraham Lincoln’s 

t of the United States by exploring the Lincoln Financial Foundation Collection Website 

These can include objects from Lincoln’s presidential campaigns of 1860 and 1864 as 

well as any objects dealing with Lincoln and his family. Make sure to record as much for the classification of each 

object for reference when you create your presentation slides. To make the task go faster, each person in the 

Now use the images that you have chosen to create the first six slides of the presentation. With each 

image, you are to write a paragraph detailing the following: Who, What, Where, When and Why. Use 

the object classification information you recorded to create your paragraph. Include the paragraph with 

Searchable Lincoln Collections 

A curator works to be an expert in a particular subject area, even in subjects like Abraham Lincoln. A big part of the 

work curators do is research which then can be used to identify objects or information needed for projects like the 

creation of websites, books, and exhibitions. Often that means being familiar with collections outside of the one he 

or she may oversee. Explore the following websites of other institutions in the United States that co

known collections on Abraham Lincoln.   

Pick three objects that you think will complement the six that you have already chosen for your exhibition. Each 

person in the group is responsible for choosing one object. 

ation Proclamation http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/alhtml/almgall.html

The Lincoln Assassination http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/alhtml/alrgall.html

Lincoln Prints and Photographs http://www.loc.gov/pictures/search/?q=abraham%20lincoln

Online Exhibition http://publications.newberry.org/lincoln/ 

The Abraham Lincoln Presidential Museum and the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency

The Gettysburg Address http://www.papersofabrahamlincoln.org/Gettysburg%20Address.htm

The Smithsonian: National Museum of American History 

Abraham Lincoln: An Extraordinary Life Online Exhibition 

http://americanhistory.si.edu/exhibitions/small_exhibition.cfm?key=1267&exkey=696

One Life: The Mask of Lincoln Online Exhibition 

http://americanhistory.si.edu/exhibitions/small_exhibition.cfm?key=1267&exkey=696

Now it is time to create the next three slides of your presentation. With each image, you are to write a 

paragraph detailing the following: Who, What, Where, When and Why. Use the object classification 

nformation you recorded to create your paragraph. Include the paragraph with each object image.
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The Abraham Lincoln Presidential Museum and the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency 

g%20Address.htm 

http://americanhistory.si.edu/exhibitions/small_exhibition.cfm?key=1267&exkey=696 
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Now it is time to create the next three slides of your presentation. With each image, you are to write a 

paragraph detailing the following: Who, What, Where, When and Why. Use the object classification 

nformation you recorded to create your paragraph. Include the paragraph with each object image. 



 

Task 4: Choosing an Exhibition Title

Now it is time to make an important decision 

helping potential visitors to your museum understand what your exhibition is about. Create a new slide, 

which will be the first slide of your presentation, to summarize the theme, or story, of your exhibition.  

You will also need to include one or several images for us

artistic detail you wish. Don’t forget to put your names on it! You are the curators of this exhibition and 

you should have credit for the wonderful work you have created.

 

Conclusion: 

Congratulations on the completion of your exhibition on Abraham Lincoln! Your exhibition will be 

opening in a museum to be enjoyed by thousands of interested visitors. 

present their exhibition themes and objects, think about the choices they made

you agree or disagree? Which exhibition is the best and why?
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